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Brown Game
Saturday Will
Close Series
Friars Favored to Clinch
Title in Hendricken
Field Clash
Thi baseball warriors of Providence
College and Brown will cross bats
for the second time this year when
they meet at Hendricken Field tomorrow. The contest which will be
the last of this year's city championship series, marks the second time
that a Brown University baseball
squad has appeared on the Providence
College diamond
The encounter is one of great importance for the Friars, as a victory
over Jack Kelleher's forces would
clinch the city title for the Black
and White and would assure them of
at least a deadlock for the intrastate
crown
The Friars, by virtue of a
decisive 7-1 verdict over the Bruins
in their previous tilt, are conceded an
excellent chance of making it two

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE.
LIGHTNING STRIKES T R E E
NEAR GUZMAN H A L L
A blinding flash and an almost simultaneous jarring report interrupted
classes and laboratories on the campus at about three o'clock Tuesday
afternoon, as lightning struck one of
the large trees just to the left of the
walk leading from Sophomore Lane
to Guzman Hall
Shearing off a thick, fifteen-foot
long slab of the tree trunk the bolt
caused a momentary suspension of activity in Harkins Hall, as all eyes
went to the windows to see what had
been hit.
Two schoolboys passing through the
College grounds close to the tree at
the time were frightened out of sixteen months growth by the flash and
report They could not be interviewed
on how it feels to have lightning
strike almost at ones feet, for they
were seen leaving the Campus in unceremonious haste before the noise
of the thunder clap had died out It
is expected that, by this time, they
will have emerged from under the
bed.

Cowl Receives
Honor Rating

Kwasniewski To Pitch
The Bears, limited to five hits by
Providences ace sophomore hurler,
Joe Kwasniewski. will be given an- A. C . P. Designates Cowl
othe rchance to solve the husky right
As Excellent in Papers
bander's slants
Kwasniewski. who
also holds a win over Rhode Island
of Its Class
State will be sent to the firing line
by Coach Art Quirk in an attempt to
"First
Class
Honor Rating—Excelput Brown out of the race for city
lent'—that is the rating accorded The
and State honors
Cotwl by the Associated Collegiate
The Friars will face the offerings Press critical service, according to
of either veteran Vin Devaney or notification received at the office of
sophomore Em Mowry Devaney has The Cowl this week The Association
been hampered by an ailing arm and is now preparing certificates of award,
has not pitched in competition since which are expected to be delivered
the Bears' meeting with Holy Cross about June 1.
on May 1. Mowry worked in last
Each year the Associated Collegiate
Saturday's Providence-Brown tilt, entering the contest in the sixth frame Press offers to the hundreds of coland holding the Friars hitless for lege papers availing themselves of Its
services a complete analysis of their
three anr one-third innings.
The rest of the starting Bruin line- | vork. made oy a boc t\l of udges
up will probably be the same as that The letter which accompanied the
which faced Providence in the initial announcement expressed said. "The
meeting, namely: Wright. Hicks Bro- scores are never flattering You have
kaw. and Pietrusza in the infield; and been told the truth as the judges see
Captain Paul Welch. Chuck Harkins it, for we are convinced that we can
and Cad Arrendell in the outer gard- help you only by being absolutely
ens Eeither Floyd Hinckley or Sig- honest."
Sixty-ninc publications fell into the
loch will work behind the plate.
Providence College and Villanova same classification as The Cowl—
will engage in what should be one weekly, serving an enrollment of 500
of the most interesting diamond bat- to 900—this year Of these, only nine
tles witnessed in Rhode Island this attained All-American Honors, the
year when the Wildcats invade Hend- only rating higher than First Class
ricken Field on Sunday
The Villa- Twenty-seven papers were rated First
ovans. who were rained out in their Class: 29, Second Class: and four
first scheduled appearance with the Third Class. A total of 445 papers
Friars, will come to town boasting was judged. The highest score record(Continurd on Page 4. Col. 3)
an impressive list of defeated foes
among whom are numbered some of
the top-flight teams in Eastern collegiate ranks
Frank Escott southpaw ace. will
probably be called upon to face the
Smith Hillers
The left hander has
manifested great control in the tilts
in which he has worked this campaign.
Mike Garbark, hard-hittinn
catcher will be Escott's battery mate
In the infield for the Wildcats will
be Bond at the initial sack. Crawley Social Event at Biltmore
at second base. Bob Pash at third The
Ends First ''Junior
outfield will comprise Stoviak in left,
Week" Celebration
Wannemacher. middle .and Rice in
right
The Friars will journey to New
The first Junior Week ever to be
Haven, next Wednesday, where the held at Providence College moved on
Yale Bulldogs will be their hosts m to a brilliant climax in the main balla baseball affair that is expected to room of the Biltmore Hotel on last
be as keenly-contested as any of the Monday evening as approximately 200
battles which have marked Provi- couples swayed to the dance tempos
dence-Yale tilts
The Black and of Artie Shaw and his orchestra at
White will be aiming to avenge a 4-1 th eannual Junior Prom
setback received at the hands of the
Outstanding features of the Prom
Blue last year.
were the broadcast of the music for
Providence fared much better against the affair from 11 to 11:30 p.m.. and
the two teams only common rival the Grand March, which took place
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 3)
at midnight Prom-committee Chairman James J. Gallogly and Miss Virginia Murray, both of Providence, led
the March
They were followed by
Class-President Daniel F. Murphy and
Miss Rita A Lough of Fall River,
Miss Murray and Miss Lough carried
Y. E. Hsiao, former professor at bouquets presented to them by the
During the procession, which
Yenching University in Peiping and class
at present Secretary General of the was directed by Norman J. Carignan,
Chinese Christian Association of "Friar Away," the title tune from the
America will speak at a showing of recent musical comedy, was played
The gala throng was delighted with
moving pictures on life in China tonight in the auditorium of Harkins the music furnished by the "King of
Hall A small attendance charge will the Clarinet" and is boys, and vigbe made for the showing which will orously applauded the introduction
of his latest creation, a primitive thing
begin at 8 p. m
The pictures will concern 'Modern called •'Ubangi." The ladies were
Developments in China," "How the greatly pleased by the attractive
Chinese Make a Living"', and •Chi- heart-shaped locket which served as
nese Activity in Education and in the th esouvenir for the Prom The school
colors of black and white featured the
Arts."
Dr. Stephen C. Pan, of the Provi- decorations for the hall.
Other members of the committee
dence College faculty, who will speak
following the showing of the movies and their guests were: Joseph P
has urged a large student attendance, Martellino, Newport and Floride Perry
Providence; Edward M Burke,
stating that income from the affair
Jersey City, and Alice O'Leary. Provwill go to the college
1
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Seniors Conduct Annual Poll;
Graduation Activities Listed
Dr. H. Taylor
June Speaker
Princeton
Professor
to
Give Address at Exercises June 9
Dr. Hugh Stott Taylor of Princeton University will be the speaker at
the graduation exercises June 9. the
complete program of commencement
activities revealed yesterday
Providence College's sixteenth Commencement Week will begin on Sunday. June 5. with Baccalaureate exercises, and will continue on Monday
with the customary senior reception
to the third year men. on Tuesday
with Alumni Day. on Wednesday with
Class Day activities and reception of
graduates parents, and on Thursday
with Commencement activities which
will close the week
Dignitaries to Attend
The one-hundred and thirty-two
recipients of degrees, constituting the
largest of the sixteen classes to graduate from Providence College, and
fifteen graduates of the Extension
School, will be addressed by Dr. Hugh
Stott Taylor, distinguished Catholic
chairman of Princeton University s
department of chemistry, on the morning of graduation day. June 9 Dr
Taylors topic will be Catholic Education and Democracy Father Dillon
will open the exercises at 10
in the morning with greetings to the
graduates from the college He will
be followed by Governor Robert E
Quinn and Mayor James E. Dunne
who will extend the greetings of the
State and Municipal governments Dr
Taylor will follow
Baccalaureate Address
Baccalaureate Sunday will begin
with a solemn high Mass at which
the Rev. Jeremiah T. Fitzgerald. O P .
vice president of Providence College
will officiate Assisting him will be
Rev John B. Reese. O P . student
chaplain, who will be deacon, and
Rev. John T. McGregor. O P . senior
moderator, who will be sub-deacon
The Seniors will then be addressed
by Father Dillon who will deliver
the Baccalaureate address
Aram P. Jarret. Woonsocket. R I.
who will graduate with the distinction
"cum laude." will welcome the juniors
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 3)

SENIOR

EXAM

SCHEDULE
MONDAY. M A Y 16
2:00 to 4:00
Sociology 302
TUESDAY, M A Y 17
11:00 to 1:00
Religion 401
2:00 to 4:00
Philosophy 402
WEDNESDAY, M A Y 18
2:00 to 4:00
Biology 402
Political Science 402
Philosophy 411
THURSDAY, M A Y 19
2:M to 4:00
English 301
History 406
Business 403
English 311
Mathematics 401
FRIDAY. M A Y 20
2:00 to 4:00
Chemistry 401
Physics 301
SATURDAY, M A Y 21
8:30 to 10:30
Chemistry' 402
A l l examinations will be held in
auditorium
Examinations in courses not listed
here will be arranged by individual
professors
Seniors must watch official bulletin boards for any changes in this
schedule

Seniors Receive
1938 Veritas
Distribution o f
LongAwaited Annual Begun
Late Thursday
Eager Seniors, after a week and
a half of uneasy waiting, learned
Wednesday afternoon that Veritas,
their yearbook, had arrived at the
College
Distribution of the issue,
second publication of an annual was
resumed last year begain late yesterday afternoon
Comment of the few Seniors who
had seen the book at press time was
highly favorable to the new edition.
The dedication is to the Dominican
Fathers of the College, and the book
achieves untiy by showing, on the
divisional pages the teaching and
tradition of the Order being put in
practice by the students of the College. Each divisional page features
a sketch symbolizing the work done
by the faculty, the sketches being
complemented
by photographs of
the Class applying the principles
taught by the Friars
Senior pages in the yearbook each
contain two IK x I pictures, and a
brief, factual account of the student's
activities at the College The faculty
section is composed of 1 x 1 i pictures of each priest and lay member.
Larger engravings are used for the
Bishop, president of the College and
officers of administration
John A Graham, literary editor,
said. "This year we have placed the
emphasis on pictures, rather than on
printed material
As a result, we
have four Campus views, eight bleed
pages, and sixteen pages of informal
shots, in addition to a broader photographic treatment on the activities
I hope the members of the Class will
be pleased with the book."
A padded leather cover, with silver
embossing and gothic lettering in
keping with the theme of the book,
is another feature.
Veritas' staff this year was headed
by Graham and Daniel J. O'Connor
who was editor in charge of business
Daniel R. Libutti was business manager, and Robert W. Murphy headed
the advertising department. William
B. Plasse and William Geo. Beaudro
were assistant editors.
William C.
Spinnler assisted Libutti
The Rev
John T. McGregor O P . moderator of
the Senior Class, also acted as moderator of the yearbook

200 Couples Attend Junior
Prom; Swing With Shaw

Chinese Movies Will
Be Shown Tonight

idence and J. Lawrence Hall. Providence, and Betty Jones. Tulsa
Class officers and their guests were
Albert A Ahern. Providence, and
Patricia McMahon. Providence; Robert C. Healey. Providence, and Mary
Howe, Providence: Eugene J. McElroy, Jr., Providence, and Miriam
Prucker. Providence.

Select Moge, Ploski, Kenney and Brine for
Leading Posts
William B. Moge was named the
most versatile of the Seniors, Leo S.
Ploski, the best athlete. Bernard M .
Kenney the wittiest, and Philip Brine
the most conscientious in a Senior poll
conducted during the past week by
The Cowl. Likes and dislikes among
the Seniors were uncovered in the
balloting which closed Wednesday
noon
Moge, a ranking Senior and a member of the Varsity football and baseball squads, received nearly three
times as many votes as his nearest
rival, T. Casey Moher. president of
the Friars Club
Ploski Outstanding Athlete
The fourth year men selected Leo
Ploski as the most outstanding athlete in the Class. The three-letter
man received more votes than any other Senior in the entire contest Benedict Polak, captain of last year's football eleven, and John 'Wink Crowley, varsity baseball captain, were
named second and third respectively.
Bernard Kenney. a student in the
school of Arts, is considered the wittiest member of his class, with Raymond Taylor and T. Casey Moher as
his runners-up
Philip Brine, a prelegal student and honor man. was
named the most conscientious of the
Class William G. Beaudro. associate
editor of The Cowl and The Veritas,
and Michael Massad both cum laude
students were tied for second place.
Graham Most Representative
As the Senior most representative
of Providence College, the Seniors
selected John A. Graham, a ranking
student in the School of Arts and
co-editor of The Veritas Thomas W.
Durnin secretary of the Class and an
honor man. came second in the balloting
John H. Fanning, editor of
The Alembic, assistant editor of The
Cowl, and a ranking Senior was selected as the one who has accomplished the most for Providence College. Graham was second in this contest.
Timothy R. Crawley, varsity debater, was named the most popular by his
classmates in a close race with Joseph V. Cavanagh whom he defeated
by one vote. The Senior most likely to succeed is M. Vincent Rosendale.
an active members of the Pyramid
Players, according to the poll. Leopold M. Trifari and Robert W. Murphy
were tied in second place for this
honor. Murphy was also named as
the most eligible candidate for the
Taurus Club. The advertising manager of the Veritas was selected by
his classmates above J. Joseph Shea.
Fall River philosophy student and
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 1)
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Couples at Prom
Couple* nl the dunce included: Donald
Albro, Newport, and Helen
Baggott.
Providence. Terence J. Riely. Providence,
and Ellen Hetherman, Providence: Edwin Rogers. Providence, and Anne Rogers, Providence; George Forstot. Providence, and Ruth Aden. Providence: Timothy Crawley. Bant Providence, and Betty McGuiggan,
Providence: John R.
Bucklin,
North Providence and Mary
Molloy. Providence: THOMAS Levesque.
Newport, and Mary Sullivan. Newport:
Joseph Shea. Fall River. and Dorothy
McMahon. Fall River; Carl Breckel. Providence. and Irene Brodeur, Providence:
Herbert Iventasch. Providence, and Doris
Shallun, Woonsocket: JACOB H . Belofsky.
Newport, and Isabel Weinstein. Providence
Henry Bose and Helen McCusker
Henry A. Bose, Providence, and Helen
McCusker. Providence: Raymond Bernardo. North Prnvldence. and Doris Farley, North Providence; Edward J. Butler. Jr.. Pawtucket. and Laura E. Tierney. West Barrington: Walter Boyle,
Providence, and Elizabeth Cannon. Elmhurst.L. I.: Stephen Bagrowski. Providence, and Frances Riess. Providence:
Robert L. Bernard. Providence, and
Grace L. White, Providence Silvio A.
Batastini,
Providence. and Elizabeth
Alexander West Hartford: Peter Vivieros Providence, and Cecile Ianus ProvIdence: Albert Viola. Providence and
Mary Reilly. Woonsocket: James O'HALSENIORS H A V E OUTING
loran. Pawtucket. Bernice Cunningham.
Senior Pre-Medical students had a
Pawtucket.
Noel Doyle. Woonsocket. and Janet somewhat damp outing yesterday aftGamble North Attleboro: William E . ernoon at the Woods Hole Marine
Caldarone . Providence
and Charlotte
Delorey Pawtucket William H. Cunning- Biological Laboratory. Woods Hole
Nearly 20 Seniors made th<
ham Woonsocket. and Evangeline Clou- Mass
tier Woonsocket: Walter J. Groteau. trip accompanied by members of th«
Providence and Louisa Shanlev Provi- science faculty

(Continued on Page 6, Col. 1)

Seniors Vote
On Classmates

Players Close Year
With Annual Fete
120 Dramatic Group Members
at Banquet; F r . Nagle and
Seniors Honored
The Pyramid Players celebrated the
success of this year's presentation
with a banquet and celebration Tuesday night at Izzi's Cafe. Pontiac.
Nearly 120 students and guests who
participated in the productions attended.
Keys emblematic of service to the
Players were presented to 16 seniors.
Those honored were John R. Bucklin.
Raymond A. Baker. John Tytla. Joseph V. Cavanagh. Vincent H. Rosendale, Albert Martocchio. Bernard E.
McKenna, Francis E. McKenna, Joseph E. Isacco, James J. Brady, Philip
A. Brine. J r . Eugene F. Corcoran,
Benedetto A. Cerilli. Robert W. Murphy. Michael W. Massad, Arthur S.
Pike, and Carl J. Breckel. Jr.
The Rev. Urban Nagle. OP., moderator, was presented a pen and pencil set by the Players John J . Andre,
39, made the presentations. Technicolor movies of "If I Were King" and
"Friar Away" were shown by Miss
Margaret Nugent. Hit songs from the
musical comedy were sung to the
music of a college 'jam orchestra.
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the

to pro-

duce articulate support for the baseall

team

at th* Holy Cross game, pleaded that the improvement

then shown

be continued at

Sun-

day's game with 9t. John's University. We asked that the "official" cheer leaders who functioned with more or less effectiveness during
the football season come out of hiding and lead
the student body.

We asked that a section be

reserved for students and their guests, in order

that P. C.'s vocal strength might be con-

centrated for effective cheering.
Although no section was formally reserved,
students

did

solidarity

concentrate

behind

base dugout.

with

Providence

considerable

College's

first

But the cheer leaders have fail-

ed to recognize

that Spring

still hibernating.

is here, and are

Cheering at last Saturday's

game was disorganized and weak, a return to
the status of former years, rather than an improvement

on

the

splendid

showing

at

the

Cross game.
T h i s week end the team faces two of the
most important games on the schedule.

To-

morrow Brown makes its first appearance O H
Hendricken Field and will be followed by the
Vol

3. N o 27.
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powerful

Villanova

nine

Sunday.

The Cowl

is determined that on these occasions, the team
THIS C O L L E G I A T E
WORLD
( B y Associated Collegiate Press)
Jottings from your correspondent's collegiana curl:
Little B i l l y Hollenbeck tried to buy the old buildings
of the University of Omaha for five dollars the other
day T h e deal was left hanging because B i l l y is a
minor—six years old . . . H e wanted the building to
have fun in before it was torn down—sort of giving
it a party after its long pedagogical years . . University
of Minnesota student politicians are fighting over who
should be where in the junior prom line of march
What's needed is a good blue book to catalogue the
blue-bloods on the campus . . University of Louisville's
main buildings formerly housed a juvenile reform
school .
. Which will prompt many side-of-the-mouth
wisecracks . . . It costs the government $14,000 to
train, at Annapolis, an officer of the U . S. N a v y . .
T h e H a r v a r d University library contains 3.800,000 books
and pamphlets
.
T h e largest R . O . T . C . unit in the
U. S. is at Ohio State University. It forms a company
front over a half mile long . . . N o w that its getting near
graduation time, you may be interested in knowing
that U . S. college and university commencements cost
about twenty million dollars a year
College
students are taller and heavier than they were twenty
years ago . . . T h e average college student spends
five hours a week in bull sessions . . . American
colleges give away approximately $30,000,000 a year in
scholarships . . . A n d the U . S. universities have more
than $2,250,000,000 invested in buildings and grounds
and other physical facilities
. O n l y one-half of one
percent of the college students are 15 years of age or
under . . . Which concludes our factual collegiana for
this week

shall get the support due it.
shall see

to it that

hind the

Providence dugout

Accordingly, we

the section of stands beis

set

aside for

our

power to find some person or persons with

the spirit to act as cheer leaders—and act as
if they meant it.
The team was amply demonstrated, both by
its

skill

in

winning and its

that it merits your support.
of

fight

in

losing,

A l l that is asked

you is that you go to the game

(and you

should not have to be urged to do that,
pecially

tomorrow), sit

in the

stands

es-

desig-

nated for students (which are the best seats
in the field) and yell (and yelling will have no
ill effects on a healthy young man, and may
do him much good).

Will you do it?

HO-HUM!
This

week local papers reported the Rev.

Harold L . Wilson,
byterian Church,

pastor of

the F i r s t

as saying that

Pres-

between 60

and 80 per cent of both students and professors
of Brown University were regular drinkers and
nightly frequenters
and

of downtown night clubs

bar rooms.
"It has become the custom for Brown U n i -

versity

students

to

line

the

walls

of

their

rooms with the whiskey bottle and beer cans
THE COLLEGIATE
REVIEW
(By Associated Collegiate Press)
H o l l y w o o d cameras are clicking on the V i r g i n i a
Military Institute campus these days getting "local color"
for the film version of 'Brother Rat."
T h e University of West V i r g i n i a glee club produced
Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet" with men in a l l roles.
Connecticut State College co-eds successfully protested the imposing of five cent fines for holes made in
walls of their dormitory rooms

Uncle Peter Overlooks The Alumni

students and their guests, and shall do all in

they have emptied, and I have for the most
part given up my work with them because it
is hopeless to get

them to continue their in-

A s told elsewhere in this great little newspaper of ours, the A l u m n i
are certainly going to town with
plans for celebration of their 15th
Jubilee year. T h e three year classes
have definite plans for reunions, and
there may even be impromptu get-togethers of other classes of graduates
before the month of June wanes.

be held in a downtown hotel Brother
braintrusters for the soiree are J i m
Dillon and Jack Coffey, a n d two of
F a l l R i v e r s finest—Bill K a y l o r and
Jack Smith.

Of course a l l these events merely
lead up to the biggest fiesta of a l l —
the A l u m n i Day program. Memorial
First of the reunions will be held
Mass in the Harkins H a U auditorium
by the 15 year class on June 1 a n d
at 10; L u n c h at the Metacomet. fol2 at the Norwich Inn. Norwich, Conn.
lowed by the golf tournament; D i n A gay, two-day affair is being planned
ner. Business Meeting and Election
by a committee headed by Rev. John
of Officers in the Evening. Dick Cobb
J . Feeney of St. Matthew's Church.
prognosticates no rain, so it's not too
A u b u r n . L u n c h in the forenoon, with
early to start asking your wife if
a reunion dinner in the evening is
she'll let y o u off on the seventh of
on the docket for the Wednesday
June.
part of the program T h e rest of the
committee—Father M c A t e e r , Calvert
A n d for tnose of you who read
Casey, Thomas Sullivan, and J . A d - the A l u m n i Column hurriedly—if at
dis O'Reilly—is completing plans for all—last week; those were orchids,
the Thursday morning session.
not scallions, tossed E d Doherty's way
in the item detailing how the WanJumping up five years, the Chop- namoisett had a previous booking on
mist H i l l Inn w i l l be the scene of J u n e 7. necessitating our staying at
a reunion of the class of 28 on June the Metacomet again this year. I won4 Walt Dromgoole is the man i n der if good news travels as fast as
charge of the grads who are planning bad.
the dinner and sports program. Others
lending time and talents are Zeke
Hemming and hawing with him and
Martinelli, Henry Dalton, B i l l Kenny,
Ed
McLaughlin,
Bill
L y n c h . D r . her . . O n l y one more issue of Uncle
Dwyer. Father Bracq. Steve Fanning Peter this year . . . Hope enough
and James Flaherty. "Indications," as of you enjoyed it so that some plans
reported by Brother Fanning, "point can be made for a permanent alumni
publication . . . I think with a little
to a banner turnout."
shoulder-to-the-wheel
business,
this
Those who have weathered the association could very well support a
storms of a mundane existence for quarterly publication . . . Maybe we
five years will reunite on June 6. can have some more talk about it on
E d Conaty wired Uncle Pete from A l u m n i Day—at least it is something
Cleveland that the reunion dinner will to think over in the meantime . . .

terest in the church," he is quoted as having
said.
The

"Editor's Note" in the

Herald, M a y 11, was "Ho-hum!"

Brown

Daily

(Cowl E d i -

Colleges Oppose Peace Plan

New Y o r k City—In a statement re- arrogance of the American Student
leased here last night. Delegates of Union in its attempt to pose as reptor's Note: H o - H u m ! )
the Catholic College Press Association resentative of student opinion in the
denounced
the American
Student United States. Students of the A m e r i F o u r Alexanders—a father and three sons—are enUnion "Peace Plan" as a subtle So- can Catholic Colleges protest against
Foundation on University of Illinois campus.
rolled in the University of Toledo.
viet propaganda and urged under- this usurpation.
T.
Ennis
is
the
tennis
coach
at
West
V
i
r
g
i
n
i
a
U
n
i
More than thirty religious denominational groups
graduates to disown the Union as unversity.
are represented in the Wheaton College student body
"We. too, do not want Fascism.
representative of American college
Neither do we want Communism
T h e University of Pittsburgh w i l l be host this June
A b i l i t y to simultaneously twirl two batons has won a thought.
"Because
the American
Student
to the convention of the American College Publicity movie contract for Ruth Gifford, d r u m major of the
Dissociating themselves from the Union is an organization which alAssociation.
Pasadena Junior College band.
A S U . and proposing their own pro- legedly accepts dictation from sources
A contest is being conducted on the University of
Northwestern University students have formed a gram for peace, the Catholic stu- alien to A m e r i c a , we, the Catholic
New Mexico campus to find the male student with the Better Government League to fight machine politics in dents, representing the opinions of College Press Association, refuse to
more than 15.000 undergraduates of
ugliest legs.
have any part of it.
Chicago.
member-colleges, assert that the cause
Casque and Cascet is the name of the interfraternity
D u k e University and Virginia Military Institute in of peace has been employed by the
"Peace, whether among individuals
relations board at the University of N e w Hampshire
1939 w i l l celebrate the centennial anniversaries of their Student Union as camouflage for the or nations, can only be founded upon
advance of Sovietism in the United justice and charity. Order is imposT h e University of California medical school is plan- founding.
sible when nations act upon principles
States.
ning a summer camp for diabetic children.
University of Kentucky students walk 600,000 miles
of expediency, and not upon princi"We protest against the usurpation
T h e University of Newark, organized in July, 1934. per month.
ples of justice a n d equity.
by the American Student Union of
is believed to be the youngest university in the U . S.
Pennsylvania State College students consume 100.000 the title American', stated the reso"The denial of God's existence, the
T w o sets of twins are on the Massachusetts State spoonfuls of ice cream at one meal.
lution adopted by the delegates.
growth of atheism.
have
brought
"This year, they are willing to go spiritual ruin to individuals and to
College baseball team for 1938.
The Carnegie Corporation has endowed a professornations.
A hundred couples attired in sweaters ( a n d other ship of library service at Columbia University—first of to war for the "collective security"
of
so-called
'democracies'
against
In place of spiritual life, we have a
clothes, of course) attended the annual Rennselaer Poly- its k i n d in world.
Fascism'.
cruel materialism that glorifies matechnic Institute sweater dance.
Sixteen thousand mirrors lighted up the Green K e y
Why did not they word their reso- terial advantages.
A "Legion of Beauty" 600 strong invaded the C o l - prom at Dartmouth College.
lution collective security for democ"To preserve peace, we urge not an
gate University men-only campus for the annual junior
Oberlin College celebrated peace day by staging a racies against Fascism and Commu- oath never to bear arms in any war;
nism?'
prom.
giant demonstration on its campus of just what war is
not a restricted collective security,
Is
the
omission
of
the
word
C
o
m
which, by uniting
certain
nations
T h e Carnegie Corporation has given more than like.
munism' significant?
against others more easily lead to a
$1,500,000 to the University of Chicago graduate library
Columbia University engineering students graduating
"Are they willing to die for C o m - reactionary conflict of these groups of
school for research.
this June expect to be earning $3,900 annually in five munism and not for American democ- nations; not a call to unity of cerDrexel Institute officials have started a move to years.
racy?
tain classes which would result in
"Since we refuse to believe that class warfare, but the determined and
nationalize fraternities at that institution.
Freshmen of Texas Technological Institute, as a
continuous attempt
to spread the
Thomas Mann. German novelist, has been awarded special meeting, agreed that hazing was beneficial to these are the sentiments of the vast
brotherhood
of man under G o d
majority of American College m e n
the Cardinal Newman a w a r d for 1937 by Newman them.
and women we protest against the through all nations and people."
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Picked as Outstanding By the Members of the Senior Class

Among the leaders In The Cowl'
tion Wittiest: "Phil" Brine, name
Athlete: and "Billy" Moge. footba

s annual poll of th* Senior Class are. left to right. "Bernie" Kenney. whose fonr years of quipping secured for him the designad Most Conscientious in recognition of the application which won honors for him: Leo Ploski, three-sport m a n p i c k e d as Best
II and baseball star, and honor man. voted Most Versatile.

President Roosevelt was named by an
SENIORS S E L E C T
overwhelming majority as the outstanding national figure
CLASS LEADERS
The Readers' Digest. Life, and ColIN C O W L P O L L
(Continued from Page 1)
chairman of the Senior Ball Committee.
Joseph E. Isacco class treasurer and
business manager of The Cowl, was
designated as the "Senior who has
presented the professors with the most
apples", but he defeated Anthony
Stramondo Aquino president, by a
single vote
In response to the question. "Who
in your mind is the most outstanding
world figure today," one half of those
voting named Adolf Hitler, chancellor
of Germany Pope Pius X I and Benito Mussolini received prominence

lier's Weekly are the most popular
periodicals among the Seniors, it was
revealed, and "The Citadel'
and
"Northwest Passage" seem to be the
recent novels received most favorably by the Class The majority of
the fourth year men seem to be in
agreement with Uncle Peter with respect to cinema actress Myrna Loy.
although Carole Lombard also received a heavy vote for the favorite
actress Spencer Tracy and William
Powell are the most popular actors
Benny Leads
Jack Benny overshadowed all other
radio comedians, proving three times
more popular than his closest rivals
Charlie McCarthy and Fred Allen

Lowell Thomas is the best liked of the
radio news commentators, receiving
about 50 per cent of the votes of the
Seniors
The programs of Messrs
Benny and McCarthy were voted the
most popular
Among the prominent dance bands,
those of Guy Lombardo. Tommy Dorsey and Horace Heidt seem to be
favored by the Seniors But the upperclassmen also enjoy classical music,
the poll revealed, although they do
not object too strenuously to rendering the classics in swing
Honesty, sincerity and virility are
considered the most admirable qualities in a man the Seniors think.
Baseball is their favorite sport, although football is very popular
Any girl who would find a husband
among the present Seniors must pos-

sess intelligence and virtue above all
other qualities Thirteen of the Seniors voting said they intended to
marry within two years from Commencement, although the other 22
who said they had steady girl friends
denied that they were contemplating
marriage in the immediate future.

case of Baby Colan. seven-eighths of
the Seniors approved of the action
of the Colan family in submitting the
child to an operation to preserve her
life at the cost of her sight.
The list of subscribers to The Cowl
will be greatly increased next year
if one half of the Class of 1938 fulfills
Some admitted that they had not its expressed intention of subscribing
participated in any extra curricular to the paper.
activities during their four years at
Providence College but the average
LOST
number of activities for each Senior
Two books, a Baltimore Catechism
was three A l l but nine stated that Number 3. and a bound volume of
this activity had been of benefit to Cardinal Gasparri. were mislaid durthem
ing a performance of "Friar Away"
Ethics Most Popular
in the balcony of Harkins Hall. AnyEthics is the course most enjoyed one who found the books is asked to
by the fourth year men, Sociology return them to Father Serror at S t
and literary criticism are popular with Thomas Hall or to the Information
many Asked for their opinion in the Booth
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Official Exam Schedule
F R I D A Y . M A Y 20

Room
, .
Auditorium
™
H
gf
"
"
5
3

9

S A T U R D A Y . M A Y 21
9:00 to 11:00
History 306
History 101 (Fr. English)
History 101 (Fr. Reilly)
History 104

Auditorium
Auditorium
. »
Auditorium
M

Latin 202
M O N D A Y , M A Y 23
8:30 to 10:30
Philosophy 304
Biology 201
Latin 103
Mathematics 102
Biology 102
Surveying 301
Intensive Latin
10:30 to 12:30
Philosophy 202
Mathematics 105
1:00 to 3:00
Religion 301 (Fr.
Religion 301 ( F r .
Religion 201 (Fr.
Religion 201 (Fr.
Religion 101

Auditorium
™
}'
"
H
J*
a

v

, ,„ .
Auditorium
>
6t

Howley)
Heasley)
Foley)
McKenna)

f»
«
JJ. g
19. 20
Auditorium

T U E S D A Y . M A Y 24
8:30 to 10:30
Philosophy 302, 301
English 203 (Dr. O'Neill)
English 203 (Fr. Reilly)
Mathematics 201
10:30 to 12:30
English 101 (Fr. Quinn)
English 101 (Fr. McGregor)
English 101 (Fr. Fitzgerald)
English 101 (Fr. L a More)
English 101 (Fr. Reilly)
1:00 to 3:00
Physics 101

Auditorium
„ , *>
21. 22
3

2

Auditorium
22
Auditorium
21
2

5

W E D N E S D A Y . M A Y 25
8:30 to 10:30
Political Science 304
Mathematics 301
Chemistry 202
Education 302
Economics 201
History 102
10:30 ot 12:30
Mathematics 101 (Mr. McDonald)
Mathematics 101 (Fr. Precourt)
Biology 101
Chemistry 101 (Electives)
Mathematics 103

21
3

2

l

a

3

5

Auditorium
Auditorium
35
21
Auditorium
. 22
M

F R I D A Y , M A Y 27
8:30 to 10:30
Biology 301
Business 304
Education 202
English 113
10:30 to 12:30
Phvsics 201
English 202
Drawing 101
Greek 201

IT
24
35
38
25
22
19
30
S A T U R D A Y , M A Y 28

9:00 to 11:00
Latin 311
Elementary Greek
Business 307
Political Science 104
English 301
Drawing 201
English 310
English 112
Education 101
Greek 101
Political Science 403
11:00 to 1:00
English 411. 414

21
21
24
17
22
Lab.
20
35
Auditorium
31
32
20
T U E S D A Y . M A Y 31

9:00 to 11:00
Chemistry 301. 101

Auditorium

OFFICIAL REGULATIONS
Any student who brings books or papers to examination
rooms, or who is observed communicating in any way, will forfeit
his examination. A l l writing must be done in the book which will
be supplied by the professor. No student may use more than one
examination book at the same time.

MAY
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RECEIVES
HONOR RATING

S C OWLwithF.MauriceSpillane,'40

(Continued from Page 1)
was 800 out of a possible 1000
The Cowl scored as follows: 165 out , A l l agog over the pipings of Art
of 250 for News Value and Sources, j Shaw and his clarinet, the Juniors hit
165 out of 280 for News Writing and a new high in Promenades, as did
Editing. 165 out of 250 for Headlines. ' Mr Shaw on his footer, when they
Typography and Makeup, and 165 out >tripped the light fantastic on Monday
of 220 for Department Pages and la^t Which brings to mind the fact
Special Features—a total of 660 out that the College is very clannish in
of the highest possible score of 1000 some ways, because when one group
Judges this year were Dr. Ralph O. does a thing, the rest of the lads stick
Nafziger. Prof Edwin H. Ford, and wit em In re: the ball team tripped
S. E. Mickelson of the Department of . all over the field on Sunday, the
Journalism of the University of Min- McGair-Mary Costello trip to Boanesota. Earl Kirmser. member of The ton proved very exciting, and the
Minneapolis Journal staff and as- Friar Away'' cast took a nice trip
distant in journalism; Frederick J to Izzy's for its annual banquet, at
Noer. editor. Collegiate Digest: Harry which tripe and sauerkraut was enAtwood. 1931-32 editor of the Min- joyed. WPRO's announcer had better
nesota Daily and present editor of pipe another tune next time, for as
Northwestern
National News; and he closed his radio broadcast, he anMrs. Edwin H. Ford. Minnesota jour- nounced. "The tune is "Nightmare",
the place, the P C Junior Prom."
nalism graduate
Who does he think he is. ANYHOW?
This is the second honor rating won
by The Cowl in its two and one-half
years of existence. The first was the
The Meanie: Bill Spinnler made
All-Catholic award of the Catholic the assembled multitude feel that its
School Press Association, given last clothing was heavy, wrinkled, and
summer
unbearable last Sunday, when he appeared at the game clad in the essence of summertime attire, light tan
DR. H . T A Y L O R
suit, white shoes, polo shirt et al.
J U N E S P E A K E R He was probably a walking advertisement for some cold storage firm who
wanted to get the people to store their
(Continued from Page 1)
winter clothing early.
at an informal reception to be tendered the class of '39 by the Seniors
on Monday evening. Robert Barr SulThe truth will out! P. C should
livan, highest ranking senior, will de- forfeit their victory over Brown beliver the Class Oration at the recep- cause they had ten men on the field.
tion of the graduates' parents Wed- Bill Moge wasn't in the lineup, nor
nesday night. At the reception John has he ever seen the Kentucky Derby,
A. Graham will give the Class Ode: but he did a noble job of riding the
Joseph F. Caulfield, Class History; Bruin hurlers. "Public Heckler NumJoseph V. Cavanagh. Class Prophecy; ber One", that's our Bill
William J . McQuade. Class Testament.
John H. Fanning will give the address of appreciation to the parents
Just so our intellectuals won't get
The speakers are all honor graduates rusty during the summer, we offer
On the afternoon of the parents' pres- forthwith a list of books and their
entation the last year men will hold authors, to help them keep their
their final class meeting
reading up to par.
"Mr. Dionne's Diary"—De Quincey
One Corpse Atop Another"—OverCOWL M E M B E R S TO H O L D
bury.
OUTING ASCENSION T H U R S D A Y
"The Maid in tne Barn"—Milton
The entire staff of The Cowl to- The Turkev in the Oven"—Browning.
gether with the faculty moderator and Hi Ya"—Keats.
invited guests will mark the close of "Time to Play the Piano"—Schopenthe publishing year with the third
hauer
annual Cowl outing. Thursday, May "The Pea in the Pod"—Shelley.
26. at Cavanagh's Pavillion on Slack's From Coast to Coast*'—Twain.
Reservoir in Greenville.
"Steaming Loaves"—Bret Harte
Assembling at the College at 9:30. "Miss America" —Gals wo rth.
the group will attend a Mass to be "Social Security Line"—Checkhov
offered by the Rev. William R Clark. "Deuse-Six Feet Four"—Tolstoy
O.P.. faculty moderator, and then "Ouch"—Bunyan
proceed in motorcade to
Greenville. "This Hectic World"—Confucius.
ed

2:00 to 4:00
French 201, 303, 102, 101
German 102
German 101
Spanish 102, 101
Italian 102. 101
Biology 302
Business 305
Business 302

FRIDAY.

"Cooling Tea'—Chaucer
"The Marsh''—Marlowe
"I Don't Wanta"—Hugo
"There's Trouble"—Braun
My Fathers Son —Buddha
The Ball Team Looks Good "—Fanning.
Polly Wants A Cracker —Graham
"No Tickee. No Shirtee"—Landry
How Do You Feel' —Dante
"Life of the Banana"—Earle
Hira—Hall
"No Funds"—Poe
The Soaring Bird — Hazlitt
"Little Fellow"—Tennyson
The Poultry Yard"—Dickens.
The Biased Seam"—Hemingway
Art Shaw played fast music at the
Prom but he should have confined his
speed to the dance floor A gendarme
docked him the price of three Prom
bids for exceeding the 25 mile limit
after the dance
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S P O R T S
VARSITY B A S E B A L L
B A T T I N G STATISTICS
G AB
R
J u s t
B e t w e e n Us Gendron
1 1 1 1
McKinnon
1 1 0
Bobinski
9 36
11
Kwasniewski 3 12
2
Moge
5 15
8
Crowley
9 36
13
I. S. S I P E R S T E I N
Deuse
9 34
7
Ploski
9 34 12
Fischer
9 33
9
Martin
9 34
12
STILL TOPS
Brochu
6 21
0
2
7
1
Providence College still has one of Scavatto
Padden
3
5
1
the finest nines in New
England
Ryan
2
5
1
In spite of the 14-10 setback received
Ayvasian
9 41
7
at the hands of the strong St. John's Barnini
2
2
0
team, the Friars are still regarded Moher
2
4
9
very highly in Eastern college baseInn!,
9 321
85
ball circles. A n y team that can spot
its opponent 11 runs and then just
miss coming out ahead unquestionably is a good ball club in any league
Yes, you'll have to go a long ways before finding a team better than the
Friars.

VARSITY

BASEBALL
RECORDS
G
Kwasniewski
3
Scavatto
2
Moher
2
Ryan
3
Padden
3
McKinnon
1

H T B Ave.
1
LOOO
1 1
1.000
17 23
.472
5
7
.417
6
7
.400
13 IS
.361
12 19
.353
12 18
.353
11 18
.333
10 13
.294
6
7
.286
2
2
.286
1
2
.200
1 2
.200
7 11
.171
0
0
.000
0
0
.000
105 146

Gallagher, Former Friar
3 r d Baseman, Sets Record
Charlie "Skeets" Gallagher, captain
and hot corner guardian of last year's
F r i a r nine, ascended a
few
more
rungs in his climb up the ladder to a
prominent place in
the
baseball
sphere
"Skeets", who is tending third
base for the league-leading Gainesville club of the Florida State League,
recently batted a long-standing loop
record into oblivion in a tilt between Gainesville and the D e L a n d
Reds The former Black and White
diamond star established a run-producing mark for the Florida circuit by
clouting the offerings of the DeLand
twirlers to drive in eight of his
team's tallies

.327

P. C. Nine Meets
Brown Tomorrow

PITCHING
W
3
2
1 1
1 1
0
0

L
0
0

Ave.
1.000
1.000
.500
.500
.000
.000

0
T h e i r first defeat of the season can
0
be attributed to the temporary collapse of the inneld during the early
stages of the encounter
A n d the
mental strain tne lads were under
trying to maintain that
undefeated
record didn't help any either.
The late scoring surge of the locals
T h e Providence College tennis team,
was a mad race against time, death
and the law. A trio that proved un- which has yet to break into the win
beatable.
W e believe it would have column, dropped a 7-2 decision to
been victory number seven, if the Rhode Island State netmen. and a
6-3 verdict to Connecticut State withgame had gone the full distance
in the past week In the New England
Now that the Smith H i l l e r s have Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament at
got the bad baseball out of their Hartford, John McQueeney and B i l l
system you can count on their resum- Scanlon suffered first round setbacks.
ing their winning
habits.
They're McQueeney lost to Wholey of M . I. T .
listed for some tough assignments 8-6. 6-8. 7-5. while Scanlon dropped
between now and the end of the base- his match to Shonk of Williams. 6-0,
ball season and they may drop a few. 6-1.
However, they'll win more than their
The F r i a r racqueteers w i l l meet
..IIJIU of the remaining contests and
Assumption. Worcester Tech
when the final curtain talis the F r i a r s Tufts,
will be right up around the top of and C l a r k within the next six days
in the order mentioned A l l matches
the baseball heap.
will be played away from home
The summaries
T I T L E SERIES
R. I. State vs. Providence

GAMES POSTPONED
The Providence College-Lowe11
Textile game scheduled for Lowell and the F n a r l e t s - H o l y Cross
Freshmen encounter listed for
Hendricken F i e l d yesterday afternoon were both postponed because of rain
Providence will
make its next start tomorrow
afternoon against the Bears from
College H i l l
General admission will be fifty cents Students
will be admitted upon presentation of their class room admittance cards at the Student-Press
gate

Friars Trip
Brown, N. H.
St. John's and Dartmouth
Hand Locals First Setbacks of Season

(Continued from Page 1)
thus far than did the Elis. Yale was
a i m e d back by the Bears, 15-8, in
their first meeting, but managed to
top the Bruins 11-8 in their return
Providence College's baseball repcontest
O n the other hand. P r o v i resentatives broke even in the four
dence stopped Brown very impresgames played during the past week
sively in their lone tilt with the Bears.
winning over B r o w n and New Hampshire and bowing to St. John's and
Coach Joe Wood w i l l undoubtedly Dartmouth. After running the victory
start either Moe Jubitz, or D u d H u m - string to six straight with an impresphrey, curve ball artist. Both Jubitz, sive win over B r o w n last Saturday
who defeated the Friars last year, the team dropped a 14-10 decision t o
and Humphrey, another veteran, have St. Johns in a free-hitting contest
turned in highly-creditable perform- that was halted after seven innings
because of the Sunday Blue L a w
ances this campaign
Taking to the road the Friars jumped
T o n y Mendoza w i l l be at first base: into the win column by trouncing The
Joe Alter, at second; H a r r y Holt, at New Hampshire Wildcats 8-1. on Tuesthird, and B i l l Loveday. the only vet- day. F r o m here the team journeyed to
eran of this quartet, at short
Paul Hanover where they were set back
Wargo w i l l do the catching
by Dartmouth in a loosely-played conP l a y i n g the center field post for test by a 10-8 margin
the B l u e w i l l be Eddie Collins. J r . .
Kwasniewski Wins T h i r d
son of the major league immortal.
Collins is hitting at a .550 clip in
Sophomore
Joe
Kwasniewski's
the Eastern College League games steady hurling was the real feature
and is very much in the running for oi the game on last Saturday as he
the Charles H . B l a i r cup for indi- held the Bruins to five
scattered
vidual batting honors
Dick Marcus hits to gain his third victory in as
will patrol left field, and G r e g Doonan many starts. T h e Friars got to the
will fill the right field post.
starting B r u i n pitcher. Eccleston, in
the first inning and scored one run.
After A y v a s i a n was put out when
he tried to make third on E d Piei P ) . 6-0, 6-0
Cook
i d
defeated Spinnler i P ) , truza's wild throw of his grounder
to nrst, Johnnie Crowley singled to
6-2, 6-1.
left field
Donat Brouchu's sacrifice
Scanlon i P ) defeated Longley (C), advanced h i m to second and H a l
2-6. 6-2. 6-3,
Martin's single sent him home with
Holdredge tP) defeated Humphries P. C.'s first score. Single tallies were
added in the second and fourth in(O, 6-3. 6-4.
Rush i d defeated T u l l y iP>, 2-6, nings as the B e a r s defense crumbled. T h e locals drove Eccleston to
6-2. 6-4
Barker
(C) defeated Farley 'P>, cover in the sixth when they greeted
him with a four-hit barrage that
6-1, 6-2
netted four more runs to swell their
Doubles
total to seven.
Fischman and Rast iC) defeated
The inevitable letdown came in last
McQueeney and Sullivan IP), 6-2,
Sunday's game with St. John's as
6-4.
Porter and Longley ' O defeated the Friars fielded far below their
usual form and allowed the Redmen
T u l l y and Tierney OP), 6-4, 6-3
a lead of 11-0 going into the last of
Holdredge and Farley ip> defeated
the fifth. T h e n the Providence bats
Humphries and Dondlinger <C>, 6-4,
went to work on the visitor's pitcher.
4-6, 6-0.
Shea, and scored five runs in their
half of the fifth. Another was added
in the sixth and four more were
chalked up for the locals in the seventh but ten runs were not enough
to offset the visitors tremendous lead
which was furthered by three additional markers in the first of the seventh.

Netmen Play Four
Matches in 6 Days

Local baseball fans w i l l dock to
Singles
H e n d n c k e n F i e l d tomorrow and S u n Partington iRI) defeated M c Q u e e n day afternoon when B r o w n and V i l lanova invade the F r i a r s stronghold ey (P). 6-1. 6-2.
Caprielian <RI> defeated Sullivan
to do battle l o r diamond honors.
Providence tollowers win oe in l o r <P>. 6-0. 6-2.
Wales i R I l defeated Scanlon (P),
two very interesting sessions ot high
6-1,
8-6.
grade baseball.
T u l l y (P) defeated Garland -RI>.
Tomorrow the locals will endeavor
6-2, 6-1.
to sweep the series with the Bears
Cook i R l i defeated Holdredge «P>.
and thus establish themselves more
6-4, 6-1.
o r m l y on the State
Intercollegiate
A l l e n 'RI> defeated Crawford ' P ) .
baseball throne. It shapes up dehniiely
as another close battle with either 6-0. 6-2.
V i n Devaney or Emerson M o w r y serving them up for the i n v a d m g Bruins.
But the locals possess a decided edge
over their arch rivals troni the other
h i l l and are lavored to make it two
straight.

Doubles

Partington-Wales <RI) defeated M c Queeney-Scanlon (PI, 6-1. 6-0.
Caprielian-Cook
RI
defeated
Holdredge-Spinnler (P), 6-1, 6-0
T u l l y - T i e r n e y i P) defeated ReedA
l
l
e
n
iRI>
6-4.
4-6,
7-5
With V i l l a n o v a providing the oppoConn. State vs. P. C .
sition on Sunday, a red hot battle
Singles
can be anticipated. Villanova, one o i
Fischman iC) defeated McQueeney
the strongest nines in the East, can
be depended on to adequately fill the
holiday bill. So the Friars w i l l have
to put forth their best brand of ball,
if they hope to put the skids under
the last travelling visitors trom the
Quaker State. A n d , if Captain C r o w ley and his cohorts exhibit the same
type ut baseball as they did in their
urst six games, there s no reason why
O v e r 700 enthusiastic fight fans atthey can't tame the clawing Wildcats.
tended the annual Junior
Boxing
Tournament at
Harkins Hall
last
Friday evening.
F i v e boxing bouts
HERE AND THERE
and three wrestling matches, includCongrats to Casey Moher and the
ing a Battle Royal, comprised the
lads tor their brilliant victory over
card.
T h e feature was the
torsothe Crusaders. T h e combination of
twisting contest between J o h n "Slip"
spectacles and the numbers one and
Barnini and Dick Mezejewski who
three appear to be Cross' nemesis.
renewed their mat hostilities which
K a r l Sherry, who made it a habit
began in last year's tourney.
of setting the Worsterites back on
T h e curtain raiser brought together
their heels, also wore spectacles and
had the numbers one and three adorn two freshmen lightweights. B i l l Ferthe back of his baseball shirt . . . land and Irving Jacobson, with the
decision
being awarded to the former
The boys downtown are giving odds
ihat the F r i a r s capture the State after a stiff battle.
baseball diadem
. . T h e keystone
Ray Bedard gained a hair-line decombinations of A y v a s i a n and P l o s k i cision over Joe Cavanagh in the
and B r o k a w and Hicks are rated as most thrilling and
closely
waged
the best i n the business . . . L e o pugilistic affair on the card
Both
Fischer is regarded as the classiest showed the polish and aggressiveness
first baseman to perform in this sec- acquired from previous competition,
tor i n quite some time
. • T h e B a r - and Bedard was given the nod on the
nini-Mezejewski
and
Battle
R o y a l strength of his third round rally.
wrestling matches stole the show the
Russ V a r n u m won his bout against
other night at the annual Junior Earnest P i k e on a technical knockBoxing Tourney. These lads staged out when Referee Dolly Searle stopas good a show as any of the pro ped the fight after the second round.
grapplers working under P a u l Bow- Both boys were handicapped by the
ser's banner, B a r n i n i and Mezejewski lack of experience, but V a r n u m posare better grunt and groaners than sessed plenty of confidence and agmany of the lads being compensated gressiveness.
for going through their paces. A n d ,
A l Costa, local amateur boxer, proif you think for a moment that the
vided the opposition for S a l Guglielboys were p u l l i n g their punches the
mo when J i m m y Lopes was forced
other evening, you've got
another
to withdraw because of a bruised rib.
guess coming. It was very realistic.
It was a fast and close no decision
A n d I should know, especially after
exhibition of clever boxing.
that tossing around yours truly reA s an added attraction, Charles
ceived while acting as referee
M c E l r o y presented two well known

B E D A R D

WRESTLERS

B E A T S

CAVANAGH;

GAIN

SPOTLIGHT

boxers.
Irish
Eddie
Hannan
and
Defeat New Hampshire
"Wild M a n " Firpo, local pros, in the
After the Sunday defeat the Q u i r k pugilistic finale
men came back strong to pin an 8-1
In the feature attraction of the setback on New Hampshire Univerevening John "Slip" Barnini and Dick sity, conquerors of Rhode Island State.
Mezejewski grappled to a ten minute Tony Scavatto, making his second
draw. T h e Pittsfield sophomores who start on the mound, held the Wildmade their debut in last year's tour- cats to five scattered hits and sent
ney provided the fans with an abun- ten men back to the bench via the
dance of thrills, spills, groans and strikeout route. Both teams played
laughs
Judging by their perform- errorless ball and it was left to P. C.'s
ance, one would be led to believe superior hitting to clinch the verdict.
that they would put many a pro E l t Deuse. E d Bobinski. and Donat
wrestler to shame.
Brochu featured the eleven-hit barThe laughs of the evening were rage made against two New Hampprovided by Ben Polak, "Gig" P a r i - shire pitchers.
seau and Les Burdge who engaged in
Unable to silence
the
powerful
a Battle Royal in the final wrestling
match on the card. Burdge and Pari- Dartmouth bats three Providence hurseau were awarded the decision over lers were nicked for eleven hits and
Polak. although Izzy Siperstein spent eight walks as the Friars lost their
more time on the mat and outside
the ring than the three gladiators
combined. In the other match John
Cerra pinned B i l l Curran to the mat
with a body slam after six minutes
of wrestling.
Charles McElroy, chairman of the
committee, arranged the affair with
the assistance of W i l l i a m T u l l y and
Paul Morin. "Happy" Stanley acted
as master of ceremonies while Dorman "Dolly' Searle served as third
man to the boxers and Izzy Siperstein acted as go-between for the
wrestlers.
Charles
Reynolds
was
timer and J o h n "Duke" Farley and
Coach A r t h u r Q u i r k were the judges.
Members of the Friars Club served
as ushers and seconds.

Friarlets PlayBrown Cubs,
Naval Nine
Yearlings Beat St, John's
Prep, Brown; Drop Second Straight to B. C.
With a record of three wins and
three losses the Providence College
Freshmen baseball team w i l l play
return engagements next week with
Brown Freshmen and Naval Training
Station on the opponents' home fields.
The Friars w i l l be favored in both
contests, holding victories over both
the B r o w n Cubs and the Sailors of
Newport.
O n last Saturday the Friars bumbled St. John s Prep of Danvers, Mass.,
by the score 11 to 4. Charlie Doyle
started for the Friars but was relieved early in the game by " A m b y "
Reynolds. Reynolds held his opponents well in check while his mates
were pounding the St. J o h n s hurlers
for eleven runs.
A six-run splurge in the ninth inning, on Monday, gave the Boston
College Freshmen their second win
of the season over the Friars. 9 to 6.
Steve Fallon was again the victim
of the Bostonian's onslaught Leading
5 to 3 going into the first half of
the ninth, the Providence Freshmen
blew up and Boston garnered six
runs on two hits, two walks, two
errors and a sacrifice hit. The F r i a r s
added a run in their half of the
ninth to make the final score 9 to 6.
Behind the three-hit pitching of
Walter Morris,
the Freshmen defeated the B r o w n Cubs, Wednesday,
7 to 5. B r o w n piled up a 5 to 0 lead
early in the game on lax fielding and
Morris' wildness. But the Friars hit
their stride in the late innings to
pull the game out of the fire. They
scored three runs in the sixth and
seventh and added one more In the
eighth. A sensational diving catch in
center field by "Bones" Stepczyk of
B r o w n was the fielding gem of the
day

SPINNLER, BOBINSKI
N A M E D ON " A L L " FIVE
Captain E d Bobinski and B i l l Spinnler. Seniors, of the Providence C o l lege basketball team, received honorable mention on the A l l New E n g land quintet selected by a group of
prominent New England sports writers headed by Edward Bulger of the
Boston Transcript.
Platt of Brown. Tashjian and J a worski of R. I. State, Collier of Tufts
and Nechtem of B. U . were named
on the first team.
Bobinski has received A l l - N e w England recognition
for the past three years, while Spinnler was named for the first time in his
initial year as a regular varsity playsecond game in four days by a 10-8
score at Hanover. However the eight
errors made by the locals contributed
most to the Indians' triumph. Captain Johnnie Crowley continued his
hitting consistency by collecting two
of the Friars' six hits.
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tor Fields, Brockton, and Mildred Lewis
Providence.
Nathan Diamond. Providence, and Adeline Pritsker, Woonsocket
J. Milton Farley. Pawtucket. and Eileen
Dearden, Valley Falls; Walter F. Gibbons-. East Providence, and Rita B. Donnelly. Fall River: Frank Asselin. Paw.
tucket. and Ruth Major.
Pawtucket
William C. Spinnler. Paterson. and Dot
Mellen, Providence; John Gorman. Pawtucket. and Lucille Tetreault. Central
Falls; Stanley Loparto. Central Falls, and
Adele Sherry. Pawtucket: Jeremiah J.
McDonald. Fall River, and Mary Louise
Walsh. Fall River. John P Grady, and
Leonora Hoffman, Pittsfield: Leonard J.
Mory.
Providence.
and
Evelyn E .
O'Reilly. Providence, Vincent Greene.
Providence, and Stasia Higgins, Providence. Milton Phillips. Providence, and
Ruth Gombero. Providence. Daniel Shea.
Providence, and Julia Pilkanias. Providence: Paul Davis. East Providence,
and Eunice Tingley. Warren: Frank Pollard. Providence, and Dorothea Quinlan.
Edgewood; James F. Griffin. Jr.. Providence, and Rita Cunningham. Pawtucket.
T. Houie and Myra Ashworth
Theodore M . Houle, Georgiaville and
Myra Ashworth. Scituate: Joseph E .
Isacco. Providence, and Ellen Cavanagh,
Providence; Irving Hodson, New Bedford,
and Ruth Temple, Providence; William
Wooley, Narragansett Pier, and Susan
B. Northrup. Narragansett Pier; Donald
Moran. Apponaug. and Frances Whelen,
Couisquisset: Wilfred Siravo. Providence,
and Genivieve Reilly. Providence: Maurice V. Lussier. Woonsocket. and A n n
F. Carroll. Woonsocket; John A. Kennedy.
Woonsocket. and Lillian Allan. Woonsocket: Bert Holdredge, Narragansett and
Betty Kearney. Providence: Alfred E .
Saute. Providence and Anne E Beirne,
Providence; Thomas Healy. Providence,
and Helen McCarthy. Providence; Mr.
and Mrs William Harris. Fall River;
Paul Kearney. Newark, and Rita McGovern, Providence: Austin White. Providence, and Donalda Bessette, Providence; Harold Demers.
Attleboro,
and
Ann Foley, Providence: Herbert Kenny,
East Providence, and Dorothea Murphv.
East Providence.

(Continued from Page 1),
dence. Bernard Cipkin, Providence, and
Florence Goldenberg, Providence, Mr.
and Mrs Larry Simonds. Providence;
Norman Carignan, Providence. and Betty Forbes, Providence. John Stratton.
New Haven, and Dorothy Maher, New
Haven. Jerry Connor. Fall River, and
Dot Joynt, Fall River: Thomas Flynn,
New Haven, and Helen Mason, Providence, Irving Wardle, Valley Falls, and
Catherine Cunningham. Woonsocket.
Walter Connery and Rita McLain
Walter
Connery, Framingham, and
Rita McLain. Framingham, Robert B.
Breckel, Providence, and Agnes Cavanagh. Providence:
Michael A
Coyne.
Providence, and Belinda Taylor, Providence; Joseph Cavanagh. Providence, and
Ruth A. Connors, Rumford. Francis
D. O'Brien, Boston, and Dorothy Menard,
Providence; Ray Cavanagh. Providence,
and Dorothea Lowrey. Pawtucket; John
Barnini. Pittsfield. and Margaret Whalen.
Kingston: John McGrath, Pawtucket. and
Rita Graham. Johnston; K. Dentor, Fall
River, and Marion Oliver, New Bedford;
Joseph L , Reilly. ITovidence, and Rita
O'Brien. Central Falls
William Dolan and M. Healey
William M . Dolan, Providence, and
Madeline M . Healey. Thomas Devine,
Providence, and Pauline Walsh, Providence: Ray Pettine. Fall River, and
Claire Doanis Fall River: Thomas W.
Durnin, Mauch Chunck, Pa., and Christine O'Meara, Worcester: Frank Anton.
Providence, and Dorothy Madden. Providence: Edward Brodeur. Providence,
and Frances Manning. Providence. Frank
Kennedy, Woonsocket. and Betty Carson Woonsocket, Paul Farley. Woonsocket, and Alice Keeler, Woonsocket:
Joseph F . McManus. Providence, and
Joan Kiernan. Providence: Beryll Sacks.
Newport, and Kay Lovett. Providence
More Couples
Louis C. FitGerald. Pawtucket. and
Ellen R. Geary. Providence; Lawrence
Shea. Newport, and Katherine Hogan.
A r a m Jarret and Helen Ryan
Newport; Gerald A. Fitzgerald
East
Aram F . Jarret, Woonsocket,
and
Providence, and Dorothy Pollard, Provi- Helen L. Rvan Woonsocket: Rene L e m dence; Roger H . Fournier Woonsocket. ieux Central Falls and Louise Richards,
and Rolande Carreau, Woonsocket; Vic- Saylesville; Joseph Fico. Providence, and
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Matilda Lombardi. Providence; George
Long. Woonsocket .and Doris Gamache.
Woonsocket; John J. Lyons. Haverhill,
and Jeaneatte Paradis, Haverhill. George
Levis. Attleboro. and Eloise Clarke. Attleboro. John J . Mahoney. Boston, and
Catherine Farrelly, Providence; Edward
Carlotti. Providence, and Marion Lavardo. Providence; Norman Lavoie. Fall
River, and Irene Fournier, Fall River;
Paul Morin, Attleboro. and Maybelle
Spriggs,
Attleboro:
Joseph
Lenadra,
Newport, and Beatrice Birman. Newport , Harold T. Martin. Greenville, and
Theodora A. Houle. Georgiavllle.
Charles J . McGovern, Providence, and
Della Readio. Warwick Neck, Joseph McDonnell. Woonsocket. and Grace McGinley. Woonsocket: Francis Mullen. Woonsocket. and Mildred Mulvey. Woonsocket.
Thomas L. McGauley. Pawtucket, and
Lillian Lewis. North Providence. Daniel
P MacDonald. Cranston, and Dorothy
McElroy. East Providence. Raymond McGettrick, Taunton, and Marjorie O'Neill.
Cranston; Theodore A. Miller. Jr., Providence, and Italia Galassi, Providenc;
John McQueeney. Providence, and Ethel
O'Brien. Providence. Arthur McMahon.
Providence, and Kay O'Rourke; Charles
E. McElroy. Providence, and Evelyn McArthur. Providence; Thomas Melia, Fall
River, and Dorothy Williams. Providence;
Bettie Nestor. Providence, and Leo A .
Flynn. Providence: Joseph A Murray.
Cranston, and Grace Smith, Pawtucket;
Robert B. Nadeau. Providence, and Raymonde Letourneau, Providence.
Philip Nunez and Rita Patenaude
Philip F. Nunez. Pawtucket, and Rita
L. Patenaude. Pawtucket; Charles Tessier, Oakland, and Rosamund Quinn, Pascoag; Daniel Wheelan. Providence, and
Catherine Willemin. Providence; Raymond Walsh, Providence, and Catherine
Flannery. Providence: John J. Hogan,
Fall River, and Helen Woodward. Fall
River, Norman Urban, Warren, and A n gelina I. Phillips.
West Barrington:
Charles Pomfret. Fall River, and Evelyn
Mavin, Fall River: Archie Olivieri. Providence, and Esther De Cotis. Providence:
Gerald O'Brien. Warwick, and Blanche
Richards, Warwick: Harold Nagle, Fall
River, and Nancy Bump. Fall River;
George J. Sullivan. New Haven, and Josephine McMurrough. Providence: William Scanlon, Providence, and Marjorie
Talcott, Providence; Roger Sherry. Paw-
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tucket. and Mary Cottam. North Providence. Maurice Tobin. Pawtucket. and
Elizabeth Rock. Pawtucket. Thomas Skahan. Providence, and Lee Roque. Providence; Frank Tirocchi, Jr., Providence,
and Virginia Vinck, Providence. Anthony
Sicilia, Cranston, and Yvette Contara.
Providence; Aram Tessier. Providence,
and Viola Leduc. Woonsocket, Vito Scola, Providence. and Elaine Famiglietti
Providence. Joseph Sliz. Pawtucket. and
Nellie Sroka. Pawtucket;
William J.
Riley. Providence, and Dorothy Metz,
Providence; Harry W. Peterson. Newport, and Susan Breckel. Providence.
Ernest Pike. Auburn, and Evelyn Thomas. Auburn. Robert Murphy. Providence
and Constance Farrell, Providence. John
Holland. Providence, and Eileen Lyons
Providence, Arthur Pike. Auburn, and
Cathleen Fitzgerald, Providence; Matthew Rossi. Providence, and Helen Stanley. Boston: John Rock. Pawtucket. and
Dorothy Fazackerley. Pawtuckel: Walter
Rhodes. Oakland, and Eleanor Brown.
Chepachet: Douglas Ferraro, Boston, and
Edith Chartensen. Providence: John Haberlin. Providence, and Virginia Palmer,
Providenc; Rudy Zabora. Centredale. and
Betty O'Brien. Providence. Irving Rosen.
Providence, and Ruth Harris. Providence:
Armand Nocera, East Providence, and
Frances Simms. Providence. Harry A.

Speckman Newport, and Mary Matley
Newport: Lawrence Foley, Fall River
and Betty Powers Fall River; Eugene
Cochran. Provident, and Kay Foy Plainfild. Conn . Leo Fischer, Milford. Conn.,
and Hope Hutchinson. Providence; John
A. Kennedy Providence, and Lillian A l lan. Boston Robert E. Clifford Providence, and Mercedes Rush, Providence
Joseph Mawrey, New Bedford and Grace
Smith Providence.

